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Hold Me In Your Arms

Words by ROBERT E. HARTY

CHORUS

Hold me in your arms while stars are beam-ing With a million charms to thrill the

night, Hold me in your arms, I'm ever dream-ing

In the purple twilight

CHORUS

PERCY WENRICH

In the purple twil-light When the day is end-ing And two hearts are blend-ing in

rhyme, When the shadows gather, Then there comes a steal-ing O-ver us a feel-ing
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There's a song that I can see her
haunts me. There's a girl that wants me,
standing At the old boat landing,
I'll always love her, Always think
Brown eyes so tearful, Poor heart so
of her, But the fates win somehow, And I
fearful, Hopelessly believing, That her

must forget now, Farewell to
sweet hearts leaving, Forever

thee, That melody haunts me.
more, That sweet Hawaiian shore.

REFRAIN
Golden dream girl, You're my own South
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"LAND OF MY SUNSET DREAMS"--Wendell Hall's Latest Waltz Song Success
Sea pearl, Since that night on the sands your little brown
hands Set my world a-whirl; Oh, my South Sea flower, That en-
chant ed hour Makes my heart ache to come back and
take you home, Formine a lone, Gold-endream girl, girl.
WONDER WHY I LOVE YOU
(Like I Do)

CHORUS Grancoso

Wonder why I love you like I do,
When I know you don't mean to be true;
What is there about you I doubt you,
And then pine without you; Can it be the longing in your sigh,
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(Most Of All)

I WANT YOUR LOVE

Lyric by HAROLD HORNE

REFRAIN (tenderly)

I want your sunny smile to beam alone for me, I want you all the

while to whisper tenderly The sweetest story ever told, Just
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IN A LITTLE LOVE BOAT
(A Fox Trot Romance)

By LOUIS BREAU & CHARLES TOBIAS

CHORUS

In a little love-boat—sailing down the bay,
Drifting with the tide la-ri-ly we glide on a summer day,
Sing a little love song—looking at the sky,
Watching all the crowds of clouds as
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I Found A Way To Love You
(But I Can't Find A Way To Forget)

Music by CHARLEY STRAIGHT

Words by DON MORGAN

CHORUS p-mf a tempo

I found a way to love you and hold you in my heart;
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I found you in my every dream And called you my sweet-
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"OUR YESTERDAYS"

Will carry you far away from the cares and troubles of NOW on a journey through melody lane to the land of used to be.

The Lovelight of old, like a rainbow of gold, will pulse once again through your veins.

Published in three keys—High, Medium and Low.

---

Moderato

The world moves a-long with it's sor-row and song, We live in a land of dreams;

The troubles we share dis- ap-point-ments and care, But quick- ens the joy it seems.

We list to the rhymes at the

---
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